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row iaauas of public policy in Zatin America today encounter such wide
;ivvi 31 ■ trial« of the eitìsan tsoeLinc his rights troa. -òlio social security
bureaucracy and the plight of the retired eoplojee as Inflation erodes the
m

•i(*g pov.ar of bis par:s.ion are described in sinilar language in conserva-

tivù, reformist and revolutionary periodicals.

Consensus on the desirability

I'.-ial security is equally wide; for the most part„ even the most exasperated
. take it for granted that social security has become part of national life,
smahow and eventually it will be reformed and extended to erer wider strata
Jie population,

laws providing now social security benefits are supported

by parties of the right as well as the left.

Social security oosta continue

to edge upward In relation to the national product; In a few countries these
have reached 12 per coot or more of the product and In many others they
•v e in the same range (2 - 5 per cent) as the suns ¡pent on education, the
social sector making the largest direct claim on public resources.
¿f

Director, Social Affairs Division, Economic Commission for Latin America.
The views «apresesd here, however, are the responsibility of the author
and do not necessarily coincida with those of the ECLA Secretariat.
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The delimitation of *¡social eecurity" in Latin America presents various
difficulties.. Cta the one hand, certain types of protection (e.g.,
woriszoon's compensation for accidents, indemnification for dlanissal)
are coemonly treated as direct obligations upon the employer. On the
other hand, as will be explained below, the social security institutions
oxamonly engage in a variety of activities (health protection, housing,
lovj-coct credit, eocial welfare, etc.) that fall outside a strict definition
of social aecurity osd overlap with activities of other publie institutions.
For present purposes, it will be necessary to take into account what the
social security institutions actually do, as well as their degree of
correspondence to "social security1' conceived as a system of protection
for defined population groupe against defined contingencies.

It Ib surprising to find that this area of public social action, in spit«
of ito promlnan.ee In the «expectations of the average viage-eamar, the enormous
sumc channeled through it, an-d its complex influence on the labour force, has
been practically untouched by the denrelopcxmt planning movement of recent years.
All of the published plans and investment programnes of the Latin American
countries apeoiiy soda], objectives, most generally in the sectors of education,
health and housing, but often also in income distribution, employment, food
consumption, water supply and sanitation, with occasional mention of clothing and
footwear consumption and of cccrxunity development.

Oily one or two plans discuss

social securitySectoral planning units linked to the national planning agency,
such as no«t countries now possess for education and health, do not exist in
social security.

Social security was not included among the numerous social

objectives specified in the 1961 Punta del Este Charter, and it was not until
the June 1967 Heeling of the Inter-American Economic and Social Cornell that a
i*esolution was paseed Including among the objectives of the Alliance for Progress
"the development of a social security policy integrally ce-ordinatod with the
plans of economic and social development".
In the other social sectors, inclusion In published plans and the
organisation of sectoral planning machinery has been far from equivalent to
effective sectors] planning, let along incorporation Into a really comprehensive
strategy for alloeation of resources.

Social chapters have bean juxtaposed with

economic in the plena rathe/ than integrated.
overall planning machinery remain ill-defined.

Halations between sectoral and
In most of the social sectors,

however, it is evident that both sides feel a need for incluadjQo. and integration.
The planners have acme

o s*e education and health as important components of

development strategy as well as peremptory claimants to major shares of public
recourses.

The educators and public health specialists feel a real need for

help from the planners toward the attainment of greater internal efficiency,
and also a real need for a voice in planning so as to protect their claim to
2/

The content of the plans and programmes ia summarised in Chapter VIII of
BCLA'a Economic Survey of Latin America 1964. The only national plan to
include a chapter on eodal security seems to be that of Uruguay, published
after the above stmmary was made, and even here eodal security is alloted
one of the briefest chapters in a multi-volume work. ("Reforma de la
Seguridad Social", in ?o®o IV, Plan del Sector Pdblioo. flftp NjgLgnftl di
TWftyral-ift Soonfodop y Social, 1969-1374,. Cooiaidn Ae Inverslonea y Desarrollo
Seondmico, Montevideo, 1965.)

The resulting dialogue shows good promise of

a share of public resources.
practical results.

Other social sectors such as housing are at earlier stages

of the same process.
In social security up to the present neither the planners nor the sectoral
atoinistrators see; to have bean particularly arocious for dialogue.

Che might

surmieo that planners feel that they have enough problems without tackling a
sectoi* characterised by administrative autoncoy and corsrpartoentallzation, the
_

£

focus of strong end complex political pressures, and the proserve of well-entrenched
bureaucratic interests.

■

Moreover, while the resources handled by the social

security systems are enormous and of obvious importance for development policy,
1

J> «

only a snail fraction comes directly fTcm the pool of public resources that the
planners must try to allocate.,

Fran the other side, the social security adnlnistr-

fcione and the organized social forces that have been able to wring disproportionate
benefits from the systems cannot help being aware that subjection to planning
would maan painful change*, the cutting back of special privileges and hypertrophlea
1

bureaucracies,

‘-S,

and new principles for toe obtaining, investing and distributing

of social security resources • matters over which the national Govements now
exert Influence mainly through the negative device of evading their own legallyrequired contributions„ Meanwhile, the danger of upsetting the compromises on
■

which their support is based and the continuing electoral appeal of social
security premia«« has made too national political leaderships reluctant to
intervene In toe direction of rationalisation °
In view of the costliness Of the social security systems, the popular
discontent with their functioning., and the irresistible pressures toward
universalization, investigations of their problems end proposals for planning
and reform were bound to com*, but they have cans mainly f i m directions other
than toe planning movement.

Individual economists and social policy specialists

have for some years criticised toe systems and proposed remedies.^ In a few
For «aseóle, Dr. Hernán Homero, La Criáis del
7 ^ flefoma de
la Salubridad. Ediciones de la (Adversidad de Chile, Santiago, 1958; Aníbal
Pinto, "Alternativa par. una Reforma de los Sistemas convencionales de Previsión
Social", H Tripeetr#
111, JulywSept. 1961; and Humberto Vleltez Novo,
"Sistema de Previa!** Social del Uruguay", Herieto de la FamiitoH de
Econdr^e v de Administración de Montevideo. 22. June 196^
196?

-

countries, advisory bodies
executive
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0:1 social security have been sot up by the national

The international agencies concerned with technical advice and

financial aid - the International Labour Organisation, the Organization of
American States, and more recently the Inter-Araerican Coanittee on the Alliance
for Progress - after many year* of promotion of social security are now warning
with increasing Insistence that the qystams ae they are evolving are neither
equitable nor viable.

The main syuptens of crisis are sufficiently documented

In recent reports of these agencies,, although information on social security is
remarkably fragnarrtary, tardy and of doubtful comparability, considering that
social security institution* by their very nature might be expected to give a
good deal of attention to statistics, record-keeping and cost-accounting.
The present paper will deal very briefly with the historical evolution
of social security in Latin America and with the present symptoms of mal
functioning, relying mainly on the docimentatlon prepared by the various
international agencies»^ It will then turn to the processes of social change
;</

6/

In particular, Chile-a Comleidn de Estudioa de Segurldad Social, which
in 1963 published an Inform* eobre la. Reforms de la Segurldad Social
Chilena In several volumes, and Argentina7* Comisidn Asesora Permanent«
de Segurldad Social.
The most extensive Information is to be found In a report prepared by
the H D for its Eighth Conference of American Member States, Ottawa,
September 1966} "Papal de la Segurldad Social y del Mejommiento de
las Condidones de Vida an «1 Progreso Social y Kcondmlco” A brief
chapter on "New Orientations in the Field of Social Security" in the
OAS Social Sun*"- **
ftnwrim 1
maohwi similar conclusions»
The International Bade fbr Reconstruction and Duvwlcvrwnt in 1962
published a study of Financial Amxecta yf
Security in Latin Aaerl»
A document on "The Jodel Security Sector and Its Financing in Developing
Countries'1, issued by the International Monetary Fund for internal use,
contains a good deal of information on Latin America» Several of the
oountry reports on "Domestic Efforts and Needs for Internal Financing"
prepared by the Secretariat of the Inter-American Committee of the
Alliance for Progress discuss national social security qystema» An
annotated table on social security financing supplied by the ILO to the
Latin American Free Trade Association's Study Group on Labour Affairs
and reproduced in the IntersAmerican Development Bank's Bolotin de la
Integrecidn (Junio de 1967) brings out the complexity and lack of
internal consistency of the systems.
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and the pressures from within the social structures that have more to do with
the lines of growth of all the sectors of public social action than do official
policies and plans.

Finally ., it will discuss the functions that might be

expected of social security within a really comprehensive and vigorous strategy
for development, and will auggmst eome requisites if social security is to be
linked with planning In more than a ritualistic sense,
2,

History
lbs evolution of the social security systems in Latin America has taken

two main foras0 Although most of the problems the systems now face are cocoon
to the region, their relative importance is affected by the age of each system,
by the lines of its evolution, and by the evolution of the national economy,
1)

The first countries of the region to embark on social security were

those of the "Southern Cone", Chile and Uruguay began in the 19203a or even
earlier to establish separate funds (ca.jas) for specific categories of employers
and workers, each with its own legally defined sources of income, conditions
of entitlement, range of benefits, and atfcainiatrative apparatus.
followed somewhat later along the same path.

Argentina

These systems have grown by

accretion until most of the economically active population is now covered,
at least in principle, rural workers, domestic workers, and the self-employed
being quite recant additions.

The proliferation of separate funds has been

followed but not replaced by the setting vp of broad institutions covering
most wage-samers not covered by pre-existing funds.

The enactment of legislation

regulating the working conditions and organizational rights of specific categories
of employees and workers has followed a similar course.
While these countries show many dissimilarities, by the 19208s they were
all set apart from the rest of the region by their relatively high degree of
urbanisation, by the «mergence of urban middle classes as decisive political
forces, and by the growth of trade union movements of some importance.

The

eoclal security and labour protective initiatives derived from the conceptions
of social justice held by the new political movements; they also represented
promising means of strengthening the following of these movements among public
and private employees and of winning error the organised workers from more

‘
I

revolutionary appeals.

IV dcBCTsr «rtphasis that Chile and Uruguay began to

build up their social security systems well In advance of most countries of
Europe and North America; in ell three countries income levels were much
lower and the proportion of Industrial wage earners much smaller than in the
European countries that pioneered in social security.
During the 1920*a it would have seamed reasonable to expect that the
income levels of these thn.-e countries would continue to rise, that Incomes
would become more evenly distributed, end that the ability of the eooncad.es
to flngjport social security systems would be strengthened.

In fact, the

countries have shared with the rest of Latin America the traunatic effects of
the depression of the 193°' * and the vicissitudes of export booms, import
shortages and impart-substitution industrialisation that added up to apparently
satisfactory rates of recovery and eoonomlc diversification up to the early
1950‘s.

Sines then, they have deviated from most of the other Latin American

countries In the sluggishness of their economies,,

The reaeons have been debated

in an «xbensdve literature and cannot be assessed here.
ORe feature of this evolution has been the gaining of ability by population
sti-ate. much wider than in tho rout of the region to enforce danantls for a larger
share of tbs national product and for specific services from the public sector,,
through organisational strength and the vote«

The ability of the political

leadership to reconcile these denands and combine them Into a whole compatible
with dynamic development hae been limited.

Albert Hlrachman has pointed to the

function of the high rates of inflation characteristic of these countries since
the 1950's or earlier as devices permitting the authorities to avoid direct
confrontation between the size of resources and the sis* of separate claims
on thsm.^

to a point , the pieeeneal growth of social security In response

to pressures and competitive political appeals seems to have served the same
purpoa«, while the inflation has furthered a complicated juggling of the burden
of costa.
y

See Chapter 3 in Jouraers to Progress. (Twentieth Century Fund, 1963)»

-7In Brazil, the evolution of social security, beginning in the 1930“a,
has bean rather similar, although the greater dynamism of the Brasilian
economy and the wide gap between internal region» in levels of income, degrees
of urbanisation and else of the strata able to exart effective political
pressure introduce important differences, and the percentage of total
population covered remains much lower than In the first three countries
named&
2)

Most of the countries that embarked on aoelal security during

the 1930'» a&d 1940*8 enacted legislation setting up a single institution
to provide limited benefits to certain categories of urban workers and
employees for a beginning, but with the intention of gradual expansion of
coverage in respect of occupations, geographical areas and types of coverage;
such expansion by stages was generally provided for In the basic legislation
Itself

Pre-existing pension systems for public employees and the aimed

forces generally retained their separate administrations.

During this period,

the standards and reoenrasndations adopted by the ILO and other international
agencies exerted considerable influence, and the countries drew on expert
advise from these agencies

The most important social security systems

established along these lines are those of Colombia, Mexico and Vsnssuel&o
While these countries were urbanizing rapidly and insustrlallsing somewhat
less rapidly, the urban middle strata and wage earners constituted relatively
small proportions of total population during the formative period of social
security, and politioal pressures for expansion were weaker than in the first
group»

During tbs past two decades the growth of national product has been

considerable, but its distribution has been extremely uneven.

The numbers

of urban wago earners and aoployees in the "modern" sectors of the economies
have grown rapidly, but the gap between their incomes and those of the remainder
of the population seens to have widened) except in Venezuela, the rural
population is still a majority.

The social security systems have been able

to expand only to a limited extent beyond the categories of urban workers
and employees originally covered) the growth of the systems has depended mainly
on the growth of these groups and on the provision of more extensive benefits
§/

While up-to-date and strictly comparable information is not available,
social security contributors are estimated to have amounted to 6.5 per
cent of the population of Brasil In 1962, against 40,6 per cent in
Uruguay (1962), 27.4 pmr cent in Argentina (1961), and 22.9 per cent
in Chile (I960).

to iheau^/
Meet of tho aaall-jr *XJiirj|rieQ of the ro^ion also took the first steps tor«far'd
social security through general enabling legislation, at intervals from tho

1930*0 to the 1950*0.

•"»'hough trends in the individual countries have since

been quits diverse, the relatively United degree of urbanisation and extent
of urban salaried employment has restricted the expansion of sooial security
in most of then.

In aevaro! Instances, the provision of social Becurlty is

divided between a fund, far puhlie employees or public end private employees
and a fund for some categories of urban workers, the latter offering much
more limited benefits than the former.
3«

ft’oblems
The orlses of the social security systems at present involve their

financing, their administration, tholr capacity to meet their legal obligations
for benefits and their capacity to extend protection to wider population
strata 1
1)

Estimation of the costs of POCi ftl. security is complicated by the

lack of internal coherence of the larger systems and by the discrepancies
between legal obligations and actual payments by employers, workers, and the
State.

It is evident, however^ that In the oountriee with systems of the

first type they have reached levels fbund elsewhere In only a few European
countries.

Bxe ratio of oooblned erapleyajtwnployee contributions to the wage

bill in covered occupations has climbed, according to one estimate, to
42-49 per cent in Chile, 39-45 per cent in Uruguay, 12.5-33 per cent In
Argentina, and 22 per cent in Brasil.

Contribution rates in the second group

of countries are modi lower, but in a few small countries with quite restricted
occupational coverage they avo reached anomalously high levels * in Bolivia
5/

Sooial security contributors are estimated to have constituted 5.0 per
vent of the population of Mexico in 1963 j 4*1 per cent of the population
of Venezuela In 1961; and 3.2 per cent of the population of Colombia
In 1964. Peru, with a dual sooial seourity sjrstmn for employees and
workers, had a coverage of 7.0 per cent in 1961.

35.5 par cent of the wage bill and in Paraguay 19 per cerrt,^^ anployer
contributions generally anount to tvo-thirda or more of the above totals.
The econaoic implications of contz’ibutiona on this scale and the real final
distribution of the burcun raise carcplax questions.

It ean be assumed that

a large part of the burden Is shifted to the general public in the form of
higher prices for goods and services produced in the sectors covered by
social security.

It can also be assumed that, to the extent that employers

cannot pass on the higher labour costs, social security contributions of
these dimensions constitute iaporUnfc stimuli toward the adoption of capitalintensivo techniques and hinder the absorption of the rapidly growing urban
labour force» At the earn» time, a vary large part of the burden is evaded,
often by collusion between «aployara and workers) increased contribution
rates forced by the chronic deficits of the systems only increase the Incan»•

tiros to evasion.

Moreover, under Inflationary conditions private enployers,

by delaying payment to the eoelal security fund of their own contributions
and those of their -workers, ere able to add significantly to their working
capital with payment of only nominal Interest on the "loan11. In Argentina
in 1960/61 «aployar evasión and delays in payments substraoted an estimated
47 par cant from the total that should have been collected. In scsm countries
this practice has beoone institutionalised through the periodic passage of
laws permitting delinquent «aployare to consolidate their debts to the
system and pay th«m in quotas over several years.

Prompt payment thus tends

to be penalised and more and mors «aployare wait for a consolidation law to
regularise their situation»

¿Q/

The above totals wars derived frtm various sources by the IMP docxnent
cited in footnote £/ Other sources differ to seme extant, depending
on their delimitation of "social security", but do not significantly
alter the order of magnitude.

2)

In a good many countries, the State Itself has succumbed to the

same temptation as the private contributors and is In arrears in three kinds
of paymentb : in direct obligation* for subsidies under the tripartite Bystems
of financing, in obli.'Htions t\<~ an «snploynr to contribute sums related to the
salaries of public employees, and also in contributions withheld from these
salaries«

Such arrears, ■>onetimes covered by issuance of govemnent securities,

are particularly large in sc*e of the countries in which Inflation is chronic«
In Argentina in 1963« the Increase in the Cloverrsjent *s nonconsolidated debt to
the social security sector was er^uivalent to more than 30 per cent of social
security receipts, and in Brazil it amounted to nearly 2ft per cent«
,

.. ►*

,

3) The social security systems were originally expected to meet benefits
from the returns on investment of their renerves«

Such returns have generally

been very low, and in the systems of the first type, inflation has practically
wiped out the reserves themselves; one reason has been the obligatory purchase
of bonds covering government budget deficits«

In the rnturer systems, income

from contributions of the active population no longer produces a significant
surplus for investment; the system has to d epend almost exclusively on such
contributions to noet its current obligations.

In Uruguay, between 1957 and

1965, the percentage of social security income from State contributions and
special taxes fell from 10*9 to 6.1 and the income frcm interest from 7.1 to
1*5« while contributions of active insured rose frcm 77,7 to 90«3®
A)

It is generally agreed that administrative costs are excessive,

although Information on them is only fragmentary« The ILO has pointed out
that even where such costs are 1 raited by law "certain devices have been
12
adopted to hide sane of these cc s, imputing them to other accounts." —

/

I . dlil* the Comisión de Katudlos ds Seguridad Social found that, aa
early as 1959« 9odal security funde employed 3ft«700 persons, or 26 per cent
of the total number of public employees.

Ratios of one functionary to every

100 contributors seem to be ccemon in syeteme belonging to both of the main
types«

The result has been not only an Important diversion of resources away

11/ Plan Nacional de Desarrolle IPcondaico y Social* op«clto
12/

"Papel de la Seguridad Social y del Mejoramiento de las Condiciones de Vida
en el Progreso Social y ^conóndco", op«clt«
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from the supposed. beneficiaries of the systems, but also extreme inefficiency
in their functioning-

Luck of prior qualifications among the functionaries

has usually not been offset by training on the Job, and in spite of their
numbers adequate records ¿ire not kept«

(An ILO report concludes pessimistically

that, without basic adìtin1strative reforms, the recent introduction of electronic,
data-processing in some of the systems will only increase the expense and
confusion«)
5)

j|.'

f|
The circumstances described above mean that the matures* systems are

unable to meot in full their obligations to the population already covered far
benefits that h&ve beer legislated without any regard to actuarial realities
or foreseeable 'resources..

Even among the younger and smaller systems, a few

11

seai to have reached thi s point. Frustrated applicants blame the long delays
in procsssing of benefite on bureaucratic lethargy and incompetence, but it
is apparent that several of the systems «ire forced to use (delays, evasions
and dilution of the quality of services as a wans of bringing the real level £
of benefitr down to the level of resources«

The ILO survey cited one lnstitu

with a waiting list for retirement pensions of ft3,000 and an average processing
period of more than three years; prompt action on applications would mean
immediate bankruptcy«

Inflation has also functioned to ease the burden upon

the systems; periodic readjustments practically never restore the original
v'
purchasing power of the pensions except for a few privileged categories of
pensioners«

Up to a point, the very deficiencies of the systems may Increase

their utility to practical politicians on whom the applicants must depend for
expend!ting of their applicati ora.
6)

All of the countries have endorsed the objective of gradual extension

of social security to the whole of the low-income population, and it Is gene
agreed that without such an ext ension social security constitutes either a
redistribution of income of limited importance within the 1cwer-roiddle income
strata or an inadmissible redistribution of income towards these strata at the
expense of the needier parts of the population-

The two main types of social

security system present different deficiencies in regard to capability of

il

reaching thi3 objective:

1-

■- 12 -

a)

In the raaturer systems of the first t”pe, rural workers, domestic

servants, self-employed, etc,, haw in recent years been included*
Difficulties in collection of contributions from these groups and their
emrloyers are natural! y greater, and capacity to contribute much lower, than
in the cases of the -employeea and workers previously covered.

It can be

assumed that the very wila gap between the size of these groups and the
number of social security contributors aneng them cited by the ILO for years
around I960 has since narrowed aoeewhat, but effective coverage remains far

I

the syntuns have ¡suilt-in inoouitio« that arm

frcxn universal. I'areon

accentuated by the new accretions.
derive from a distinction

The most serious of these inequities

between "employers” and "workers" that is

particularly clearcut in Chile, where it reflects an exceptionally wide gap
in average incomes betwe en the two categories.

According to calculations made

by the Conisi6n de Rstudios de Seguridad Social and since cited repeatedly,
a million and a half workers affiliated to the largest social security fund
in 1959 received 33 per cent of total social security benefits provided by
the country, while 550,000 employees affiliated to other funds received 59 per ^
cent,

(Miscellaneous Ainds accounting for ft per cent of benefits are

excluded from the calculation,) The newer groups covered have either been
added to the workers* social security institution

or given a new fund of

their own (e,g0, the fund for rural and domestic workers in Uruguay).

In the

former case, the already inadequate funds of the insured workers will have to
be spread much thinner.

In the latter case, the amount, of protection that can

13/ The Ccroisidn de Ertudios da Hegurldad Social also made an interesting
calculation of the percentage distribution of direct costs, of real costs,
and of benefits of social security in 1959:
Direct costs
Workers
Hknployees
Ehjlpynrs
Receivers of Income fret:
real estate and enterprises
Public treasury
#.
Community in general
Costs of administration and
surplusses
#/

Reel costs

Benefits

6o0
14.7
43.7

21.8
31.9
15.ft

25.6
43.0
—

30.ft
4.9

25«3
4.9

4.4
27.0

Costs to coBEt'mlty in general represent certain earmarked taxes not
entering into the general revenue.
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be financed from the contributions of workers v/hose incomes are close to the
subsistence level is bound to be mall*

If social security is to become a

reality for the newly covered groups, the State will have to assume directly
a large part of the cost, at a time when the State is unable to meet in full
its previous social security obligations*
b)

In the countries with systems of the second type, the legislative

basis for planned expansion is more satisfactory and inequalities in social
security right« within t: a -systems are less complicated and less entrenched*
However, the percentage* of national population engaged in agricultural labour,
self-employed, or intermittently employed in urban marginal occupations are
a great deal larger than in the first group and their per capita incomes are
lower.

At their present stages, the social security systems are particularly

vulnerable to the charge that they are protecting urban minorities at the expense
of the whole population, but the possibility of expanding contributory systems
to the majority seems to be nil*
To sum up, the systems of the first type are facing crises of inclusion,
those of the second type crises of exdusion0
4.

Structural sources of the problems
The difficulties sunnarieed above are well-known, and have been sufficiently

documented in national and international reports not to require detailed
discussion in a brief survey such as the present.

The Chilean system, in

particular, has been the subject of exhaustive studies and reform proposals
since the 1950'a* The Tact that reforms are alow in coming or limited to
details, and that piecemeal legislative granting of new benefits, hand-to-mouth
financing and tortuous administrative procedures persist is certainly not due
to unawareness on the part of Governments or the public*
The explanation must oa sought in present processes of change in the
economic and social structures of Latin America* Since 1961, when the ideal of
planned and harmonious economic and social develojment was embodied in a series
of ccmitments agreed to by Jie ''-averments of Latin America, economic growth

has continued to be fitful and rary unevenly distributed between countries,
economic sectors and internal regions«

Social change has been rapid and

pervasive but subject to striking contradictions and discontinuities*

The

following phenomena art1 ;.urticularly conspicuous facets of the overall
process of changer

1) rapid and concentrated'city growth, accompanied by a

transformation of patterns of urban life under influences from industrialized
hi^i-income societies outside the region; 2) rural unrest associated with

stagnation of incomes and employment opportunities, widening rural contacts- •*''
\
with urban forces of change, and weakening of the traditional systems of power
relationshipsj 3) incapacity of the dynamic sectors of the economies to offer
employment to a labour force with high rates of growth and low levels of
qualification; U) emergence and rapid growth of geographically and occupationally
mobile "marginal" population strata with inc^easingly insecure relationships

to the national systems of production, consumption and political participation*^1
The objectives agreed upon in 1961 and subsequent years included more
equitable income distribution, with special emphasis on shifts in the incidence
of the tax burden; agrarian reform; and full employment*

Objectives of this

kind imply far-reaching changée in power relationships and in the character
of economic growth*

They also imply strong and consistent political leadership

backed by administrative structures able to cope with difficult new functions*
It is not surprising that tangible progress in these areas has been limited
or that the passage of legislation and the setting up of new admlnstrative
and planning machinery remain the chief reasons for optimism that can be
cited by the regional bodies responsible for assessment of progress0
The cccmitments of 1961 also included specific targets in a number of
sectors of public soda] actiont. Programmes in all of these sectors could
present strong cases for their indispen«ability to the cause of development
itself, under the conception of "human resource development", and they also
/
Ik/ These questions are to be discussed in ECLA1s 1967 Economic Survey of
Latin America*
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responded to strong popular demands.

Objectives could be formulated in

simple and politically annealing terms, and expansion of social programmes
would not expect to meet the tenacious resistance sure to be encountered by
agrarian reform and T'seal

reform.

It thus night be expected that the

former would advance more rapidly and smoothly than the latter.
In practice, trends since 1961 have been quite irregular, both between
countries and between sectors of social action.

For the region as a whole

the social programmes, taken together, soam to have barely maintained their
previous share of the product in relation to other farms of public and
private expenditure* The most impressive quantitative gains have been made
by education, in which upward trends visible long before 1961 have attained
a mementum making the educational systems key factors within present processes
of social change, both as objects of pressures from within the societies and
as sources of pressures upon the societies.

The most disappointing experiences

have been in housing, in which publidy-flnnncod programss of low-cost

construction and stimulation of private initiative have proved almost irrelevant
\.i
to the needs of the growing urban lew-income population, so that uncontrolled
<vAshantytown expansion now threatens to overwhelm the cities. In health, the
easier gains associated with the control of mass diseases have already been

<v|

realized, and thq^relatively expensive area of orotecti on represented by

-V

water supply and waste disposal systems is progress, under the stimulus
of large-scale external aid.

Increasing life expectancies have thus far not

'■4-t

affected age distribution in most of the countries because of continuing high
fertility rates, but the fact that larger numbers of persons of all ages are
now surviving under conditions unfavourable to their general levels of health
and in urban settings that make them aware of the existence of modem medical
services means that the demand for a wide range of curative services is rising
rapidly - a trend that has important implications for social securityr. In

y":
.
v€jU.

regard to food consumption, although targets have bean set forth In a
nunber of national plan?, public action remains fragmentary and selfcontradictory, unable to reconcile pressures to raise agricultural prices
and pressures to keep urban food prices low.

Although reliable information

is scarce, it is probable that the diet of large low-incone strata has
deteriorated in recent years*
If one goes beyond the rather ambiguous indications of trends afforded
by statistics that represent national average*, it ir evident that the
evolution of programmes in each of the social sectors has been Influenced
only to a limited extent by the fiubllcly formulated objectives of social
Justice and human resource develojjnent.

Rather, the lines of giwth are

the resultant of .diverse pressures emanating from within the societies*
This resultant cannot coincide in full with the aspirations of any one of
the groups exerting pressure, nor with the publicly endorsed objectives of
the programmes.
1)

The pressures ccrae from the following directions!

The growing bodies of professionals and public functionaries employe

in the social programmes.

Each social sector has its own internal momentum

and aspirations toward a larger share of public resources.

At the same

time, the rapid expansion of secondary <vnd higgler education and the limited
t&pi.cif.y of the private sector \>o -rovioe Jobs meeting the expectations of
educated •-'outh have intensified previous pressures for expansion of public
employment.

All of the social program*»* have suffered from a disproportionate

growth of administrative posts in relation to staff providing direct services.
Tn rocial security, administrative autonomy, sources of income not subject to
central budgetary control, and political appointment of top functionaries
have sometime? opened the way to padding of staffs on the basis of party
recoranendations rather than qualifications and have enabled the functionaries
to determine their own shore of social security resources without effective
external control*

(In an extreme case, an important part of the reserves of
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cri« social security institution were "invested” during a period of inflation
in lovfr-interest loans for housing restricted to the functionaries of the
aystem. ) Except in the countries with the older and larger social security
systems, the functionaries constitute rather email piercentages of the
total number of public employees, and as pressure groups do not compare in
importance with the teachers and puhlic health employees.

Their influence

in the passage of new social security legislation seems to have been minor,
but they undoubtedly have considerable ability to block rationalisation of
the systemso

Another kind of "internal" mensntum has come from the legislative

bodies, sane of which liavs been remarkably generous in voting benefits to
their own member«.
2)

The social strata constituting the principal clienteler of tim

educational, housing, health, social security and social welfare services
up to the present.

These strata have been almost entirely urban, made

up of employees and workerr belonging to the "modem" sectors of the
economies and with incomes enabling them to meet seme pari of the real costs

of the services t,through social security contribute ot.n, r.udical frua, housing
'•!
;à
amortization payments, maintenance of children during prolonged schooling
••I
and purchase of school supplies). While the characteristics of these strata
vary widely according to national rate and stage of urbanization and
industrialj zation, they seem to be growing not only in absolute numbers but
.

also in relation to total population in all except a few small countries with
stagnant economies.

Their aspirations, under the influence of their own

rising levels of education and of the consumption patterns and stimuli imported
from the high-±ncon*e countries of North American and Western Europe, are
increasing faster than their abilities to satisfy them; a trend supported by
their concentration in the larger cities.
15/

At present, they are threatened

It might be expected that the social welfare services would concentrate
upon the neediest strata of the urban population. To a very large
extent, however, these services have evolved within social security
systems, housing programmes, modem Industrial enterprises and special
programmes for public employees, the armed forces, etc. They have thus
dealt mainly with social strata having relatively secure jobs and incomes
rather than with the marginal population.
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on the one hand by rising costs of the services and durable consumer goods
they consider indispensable to their status, and on the other by rising taxes,
since in practice the Bhift to progressive direct taxes strikes the salaried
groups earlier and harder than the upper-income strata„ Their capacity to
absorb assistance from the public sector in meeting their social needs,
particularly in education and housing, is practically unlimited,,

Their views

of social "rights” are influenced fay comparison of their lot with that of the
middle classes of other regions, much more than fay comparison with the
low-income strata of their own countries.

Except among the youth, prior to

absorption into employment and family formation, their willingness to make
sacrifices in the name of social solidarity or development is small.

As was

previously indicated, the salaried or "dependent" component of theee middle
strata is now the main beneficiary of the social security systems, after the
functionaries of the systems themselves, but with wide inequalities fay
occupational categories and with nearly universal dissatisfaction deriving
from the gap between expected and real benefits0 The past domination of
social security fay salaried employees, with job security but little capacity
for individual savings, made it natural for the systems to concentrate on
retirement pensions, with leg^l provisions as to pensionable age and years of
service for entitlement becoming steadily more generous.

In public employment,

relative advantages in pensions and years of service required for entitlement
seam often to be the main considerations behind choices of puhlic careers
As the functions of the public sector expand, the burden of retirement pensions
for individuals in their forties and fifties becomes more formidable; pension
for school teachars, for example,threaten to consume an umanageably high
proportion of educational allocations.

At present, under the need to finance

16/ The struggle of public employees for pension privileges seems to have been
deeply rooted in some of the oountries long before the introduction of
contributory social security. In a work published in 1876, the Uruguayan
statesman Jos6 Pedro Varela stated in a denunciation of chronic budget
deficits: "We see among us men in full vigour of age and health receiving
fat retirement pensions; others that have served the nation only a few
years and who have nevertheless been pensioned, counting as years of
service years passed abroad or in other occupations, on the pretext that
during theee periods they wore unjustifiably separated from their posts.
The widows reproduce themselves with astounding fertility...; the minors
keep themselves In a perpetual infancy. .." (Quoted by Aldo Solari,
SstudloB sobre la Sociedad Uruguaya. Tcmo I, Montevideo, 1964.)
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pensions out of current income, the clash of interests between the '’active”
contributing employed groups and the "passive" pensioners is caning to the
fore0 The former try to evade contributions and the latter depress salary
levels by seeking new Jobs to supplement their pensions. The financing of
middle-income housing through social security reserves can also be attributed
to the domination of the systems by the urban middle strata.
3)

The urban and rural low-income strata that constitute the majority

in most Latin American countries.

Until quite recently these strata received

only token benefits from public social action - at most, a year or two of
elementary schooling and some protection against mass diseases« Urbanization,
coinciding with the gradual breakdown of previous sources of minimal security
from the family, the community, or the paternalistic landlord is changing the
meaning of "deficits" in social security as well as education, housing and
health.

As long as the cities were small and the rural majorities ware

controlled and isolated by the hacienda system, the obvious deficiencies
measurable by statistical indicators did not amount to real demands exerting
pressure on the public sector.

The demands are now real and potentially

overwhelming in their political Implications, although they have no more
backing than before in terms of private or public purchasing power, and
although the capacity of the more marginal strata to relate demands to
Immediate needs is erratic.

The governmental commitments to universalize

and equalize the social services, however far frcm realization, have contributed
to a widening awareness of social rights. Movements contending for politioal
power now have to bid for the support of masses that a few years ago could be
ignored or counted on to vote as directed by the landlord or local caudlllo.
The low-income masses are Insecure in maiy different ways and the premise
of protection against risks has a powerful appeal to them, but their
priorities are likely to be quite different frcm those of the previous
beneficiaries of social security, and their adaptability to systems based on
insurance principles and compulsory savings quite limited.

Retirement pensions

probably fall outside the scops of their imaediate aspirations, and their forms
of employment as well as their low lif»-expectancies would make such pensions
hardly relevant.

Although their response to preventive health measures may be
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apathetic, free medical care is of crucial importance to them«

Family

allowances have an obvious appeal to groups with high fertility and
subsistence levels of living«

Secure tenure of a dwelling or even of a

space on which to erect a shack is anxiously sou$it0
The most basic and intractable problem of the low-incane strata,
however, is employment socurity.

Up to the present, makeshift ways of

livelihood supplemented by informal mutual aid among relatives and
neighbours have shown remarkable resilience in keeping measurable urban
unemployment from reaching crisis dimensions, but there are symptoms that
this resilience may be reaching its limit. Meanwhile, in the rural
population, despite the movement to the towns of about half the population
increment resulting free natural increase, the most precariously situated
elements - cultivators of dwarf holdings needing additional wage incase to
meet minimum subsistence needs, and landless migratory workers dependent on
seasonal labour - seem to be growing in numbers.

Unemployment insurance

would be completely inapplicable to the situation of these strata and the
financing of direct measures for the support of

niwma family incases

would be out of the question, even if the State becomes able to capture
and redistribute a much larger share of the national incase.

While the

resources already allocated to social programmes could undoubtedly support
health care, family welfare and housing measures much better adapted to
the needs of the low-incoma masses than at present, the underlying
deficiencies and frustrations will remain until these masses can be drawn
into employment with a reasonable degree of continuity and with incomes
supporting an adequate level of living.

Such employment is an obvious

precondition for the functioning of ary contributory system of social
security.

Moreover as long as family incomes remain highly insecure as

well as inadequate, depending on a succession of temporary expedients,
the families are unable to make effective use of the educational services
that are counted on to raise the future employment qualifications of their
children.

In all of the social Sectors the State confronts pressures from
previous beneficiaries for more and from potential beneficiaries for
equal rights.

Until recently bargaining over the allocation of public

resources was restricted to urban minorities« Now, ever wider population
strata are finding political clannels through which to enter the bargaining.
Even when the inability of the "normal” political process to satisfy
contending interost-groups brings in the armed forces as arbiters or
guarantors of the status quo, the problem remains and the search for
expedients to attract wider popular support without threatening existing
privileges is soon resumed.
In this process, the ability of the State to implement existing
plans and schemes for rationalization of the social services is restricted
by the low degree of concensus and confidence in its impartiality as
arbitrator of the allocation of resources«
5.

a i t e E f e u S g yxrifll gffcurtfa- rafera

What should be the guiding principles for reform and planning of social
security under the elrcmstanees outlined above? Plausible answers to this
question do not call for much originalityj they have been sat forth in several
of the regional and national studies cited above.

The more intractable

problem lies in the securing of popular understanding and support for the
difficult choices that must be trades
1) Goats crust be kept compatible with per capita income levels and
with the whole range of claims an public resources,
demonstrates that when

Latin American experience

-st» rise above a certain point neither the direct

contributor» nor the State can really assume the burden; in the process of
evading or shifting It ecoaomic distortions and social injustices proliferate«
The fixing of practicable top limits in terms of percentage of national income
would depend on many factors peculiar to the eountry and its ways of obtaining
and using social security revenue, but it would seem undesirable to allow
enployer*worker contributions to rise above 20 per cent of the wage bill«
2) Financing and distribution of benefits must be made compatible
with national objectives fbr inoccrs redistribution«

It is probably desirable

that whatever social protection the country can afford should continue to be
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financed inafolv from & epochal tax baaed on earned incomes; whether this 1b
formally contributed by the employer or the employee may not affect the real
incidence of the burden very much

The objective of income redistribution

impliea, however, that an importar,t share of social security income will have
to cane from general public revenue and that a much higher proportion of the
tax sources of this revenue will have to be shifted to the hlgh-lncane strata.
It also implies that benefits financed in this way
w will
t•have to be distributed
In acoordanee with need, and that the better-off contributors to the aystem
should not egqpect benefits matching the adse of their contributions.

Additional

social insurance for «ployed groups with income levels permitting them to asvs
for their own future security ar.y also bo desirable, but should not bo subsidized
by the ccemmlty at large, either directly or through higher costs of goods
and services produced by the insured groups»
.

3)

■*
'■
The relevance to Latin American conditions of the traditional

principles of Insurance and financing of benefits through capitalisation must
be re-examined'

These principies have broken down in all of the oaturer social

security systems of the region.

Ideally, social security eurplusses should

constitute a valuable source of compulsory savings for developmental investment
and a tool of szxti-lnflatioeary policy through limitation of current spending'
The investment potential has been squandered in the past , and it is doubtful
whether the future reoord can be better, In view of economic vicissitudes,
political pressures, and ♦.he problems of extension to social stmta lees able
to contribute than the group* previously covered»

The countries with oronie

inflation have been unable to use the contributions to control conssnqption,
in view of the dimensions of evasion, and by now the social security systems
constitute sources of Inflationary pressure'

host oountrlee of the region

seem to have no practicable alternative to the treating of social securityas
& redistribution of part of the current national inocuo tomeet certain defined
contingencies.

If capitalisation is to be retained, however, the public

authorities must make really determined and oohsrent efforts through the planning
machinery to reconcile two objectives that pull in different directionbj
a) channeling of investment to projects with high development priority;
b) satisfactory and assured rate of return on investment' Renunciation of

the principle of capital isation would not me?ji abandoiment of tha contributory
principle,

Jf the syateuo are freed ffccm the obligation to accumulate reserve«,

however, the Immediate burden can be lightened somewhat, and, incidentally,
the systems will be lees -empted to spend on Imposing buildings and to enter
into services that should be provided by other organs of the State«
4)

Social security provisions suet be brought .Into compatibility

with national objectives for fall «Bplaynent and for higher productivity,.
This criterion require# that interference with the nobility of the labour force
should be kept to a nlxdimm and that social security costs should not constitute
an artificial stimulus for enployere to reduce their labour fores and turn to
capitalr-intexisive t e c h n i q u e s I t also requires that premature retirement
from the labour force should be disoouraged and that the active population
should not be saddled with an excessive burden for support of the retiro iQ
The agricultural labour force presents special problems In relation to these
criteria.

The regionally-endorsed objectives of agrarian reform imply far-

reaching changes In occupational structures and the emergence of a new class
of family farmers producing for tha market«

The alternative means by which

the beneficiaries of agrarian reform can be helped to provide their own security
cannot be discussed here, but there seems to be a danger that the introduction
of traditional forms of social security for rural wage earners, prior to agrarian
reform,will introduce employment rigidities hindering the wider transformation
that is needed«
5) Uniformity, consistency and simplicity in legislative basis,
administration and conditions of mtltlomenb must be sought within a single
Institution responsible for the entire social security sector«
16/

As long as

This also applies to the whole range of labour-protective legislation,
which often ham consequences the opposite of those Intended, when applied
to employment situations characteristic of Latin America« For example,
lairs prohibiting dismissals of workers or providing generous compensation
for
en4 «»«I after a ndjrylrmSB period of employment ocmmonly motivate
employers to dicedbb workers prior to completion of the minima period
for entitlement.

-
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f

this requisite ie not net. little progress can be expected toward the
income redistribution and full employment objectives«

Aside from the

hindrances to labour mobility introduced by differential legislation and
the important share of resources eaten up by administrative costs,
administrative complex!ties inevitably mean that the system is manipulated
for the benefit of the better-educated and more influential middle-income
contributors«
6)

The whole range of activities carried out by social security

institutions at present should be reviewed so as to bring them into closer
correspondence with the more urgent needs of the population to be covered
and at the same time eliminate duplication with other social sectoral
progresxaes«

In general tanas, this should mean more emphasis on protection

of the family as a unit rather than the insured worker as an individual,
and in particular on stregthenlng of family capacity to provide for the
children on whom future development depends«

The practicability and

desirability of generalized family allowances in Latin America at present
are questionable, but thqy would respond to more urgent social needs and
should have more positive developmental consequences than do the retirement
pensions«
Public agencies (and even sub-divisions of agencies) in all of the
social sectors tend to function in isolation and to set up services
paralleling those of other agencies, whether in ignorance of the latter or
on the plea that the existing services are not meeting needs that impinge
on their own direct respons ibilitiee, The social security Byatans, with
their administrative automay and restricted clienteles, have been particularly
subject to this temptation and their earlier stages, when contributions
provided large surplusses.. made it easy to indulge the temptation»
The financing of health services through a social security tax ia
legitimate, and this should be one of the moat promising ways for a system
with limited resources to afford some protection to families of contributors
aa well as the population at large.

Up to the present, however, the large

expenditures of the social security agencies on health services have entailed
various anomalies and sources of inefficiency.

It has not been uncommon for

the social security syet-sn (or several separate social security funds) and
the ministry of health to engage in parallel hospital-building programmes,
with neither agency able to recruit sufficient physicians and auxiliary
personnel to provide effective sarvicee for the masses of the population
In a good many systms the fanil lee of insured workers are entitled to
only limited medical benefits, or none* Moreover, the attempts of .the
population strata newly incorporated into social security to make use of
the medical services to which they are entitled faces them with new sources
of insecurity deriving fra* the Insufficient resources of these services:
long waits for attention, perfunctory treatment, arrogance of personnel.
This is probably now the most prominent and neuralgic aspect of social
security to the groups covered other than the better-off salaried employees.
Several workable alternative means of financing and administering public
health services, inside or outside of social security, could no doubt be
introduced; what is essential ie that the services be unified and rationalized,
one way or another.
The housing activities of the social security institutions have
generally vacillated between the objective of inoone-a&ming investment of
reserves and the objective of providing low-oost housing for members, without
accomplishing either.

The ooet of housing constructed by the social

security funds has placed it out of the reach of the majority of the
contributors, inflation and rent freezes have wiped out the returns, and
functionaries have found

h

tempting source of Illicit gains In their ability

to obtain and dispose of auch housing»

While the housing nseds of the low-

lncome masses are desperate, other means of mobilizing resources to meet
these needs seem likely to be more effective than social security.
Future relationships between social security, social assistance and
social welfare (social service) deserve more careful consideration than can
be given here. Many social security institutions have set up their own
social welfare unite and these now constitute a leading source of employment
for graduates of schools of social work.

Their main function, however, is

to help applicants through the administrative labyrinth constructed by the
social security systems th«selves.

Simplification of the systems and

awakening of a disposition to serve the public among administrative personnel
would eliminate most of i.h* need for this function.

At the same time,

extension of social security to the marginal strata, with their manifold
difficulties in gaining a Secure foothold in the kind of urban society now
evolving in Latin America, should open up a large and challenging area for
the functions more legitimately expected of trained social workers, while
attempts can be expected to invest social security with responsibilities
more properly belonging to social assistance.

Outside the social security

systems, one finds a wide variety of small-scale public agencies and private
agencies receiving public subeidles that are charged with social assistance
and social welfare functions.

The establishment of such agencies has

responded to mary separate initiatives and to the disposition of the public
authorities to provide at least a token solution to glaring social evils
- such as the large numbers of abandoned and vagrant children - when they
have no clear ideas as to how ths larger problem can be solved within the
limits of the resources at their disposal and when the prohlem itself
does not generate strong enough pressure to force them to allocate larger
resources.

The pressures are sure to become stronger and the future

planning of social security will have to be accompanied by the working out
of clear principles for the kinds of social assistance that can be afforded,
the sources of its financing, and the administrative channels for its
diepensingo^^
7)

The social security systems must begin to plait and evaluate their

operations in the light of full and reliable statistical information. In
all of the social sectors the informational basis for planning remains
lamentably weak, and social security is probably the worst off of all.
This deficiency has several aspects:
First, practically all of the systems have neglected the opportunity
to organise and disseminate information that should be an automatic
by-product of their own activities.

The lack of records concerning

17/ See Virginia A. Pa mis o, '’Social Service in Latin America: Functions
and Relationship» to Development", Economic Bulletin for Latin America.
Economic Coranission for Latin America, XI, 1, April 1966.
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contributors and of full data concerning costs is striking,.

One of the

first stages in reform will have to be the systematic collection of internal
statistics and their prompt dies animtion in a form intelligible to the
public«
Second, neither the legislative bodies nor the social security
adninistrations have taken advantage of the information already at hand that
would throw light on the practicability and future implications of specific
benefits and measures of financing«

This refers particularly to demographic

statistics on age distribution and rates of growth of different age groups,
and to statistics on composition of the labour force«

In some of the systems

there is reason to believe that this neglect has been deliberate; actuarial
calculations have been kept confidential because of the non»viahle position
they would reveal«
Third, existing demographic information is far from adequate, and
information on employment and unemployment, wage levels and income distribution
much lees so. Quantitative generalizations and forecasts on these latter
topics can bo found, but for the most part they rest on very shaky foundations.
It is probable that underemployment and concealed unemployment are growing
in Importance and that levels of living of some of the marginal groups are
deteriorating, but very little is known concerning the dimensions and
specific characteristics of these problems.

Rational social security

policies - as well as overall development policies - will require much more
comprehensive and reliable information, information that can be obtained
only through systematic iample surveys.
6« Social security and planning
In view of the nearly universal endorsement by public authorities in
Latin America of the indispensahility of comprehensive longterm planning for
development, it would seer.! obvious that social security should be incorporated
into such planning, along with the other sectors of social policy.

For many

reasons, however, the inclusion of social security chapters in plans and the
setting up of sectoral planning units would be only a first step, and not
necessarily a decisive one.,

The entire planning movement is now going through a. stage of .... .
rethinking as a result of its confrontation with the realities of the
societies and eoonomies since 1961.

The planning machinery created in

these years and the accumulated experience in application of plans
represent assets of great potential value, but the experience has Included
a groat deal of frustration stmuning from "general lack of political
support for planning, imdequate overall development strategies, absence
of effective co-ordination between policy and operational machinery and
more specific drawbac ks. Plan nin g has not been able to substitute for
vigorous and consistent policy directives, and it cannot be affirmed that
the planning structures have yet functioned as effective frameworks for
policy in any of the social aeotore.
In social security, with Its array of vested interests entrenched
behind legislative and acbalnistratlve entanglements, the preparation by a
planning agency of a consistent programme embodying the criteria suggested
above, with timetables and specifications of the share of public resources
to be devoted to social security, 1b likely to have no iranediate effect
at all.

In fact, as experience in other sectors indicates, planning can

easily beocoe one more dovice for evasion or postponement of policy
decislone that would endanger the existing political oompromlse, and one
nore means of satisfying the pressures for public employment of professionals,
The slowness of progress toward implementation of the recommendations made
several years ago by social security reform commissions and international
experts demonstrates the difficulty of crossing the gap between planning
and action.

The more elaborate and abstruse the techniques introduced for

social security programming, the smaller the likelihood of any practical
effect.

18/

"Planning in Latin America" (E/CN.12/772, 2 March 1967). This Is the
most recent in a series of studies in which the ECLA Secretariat has
analysed the achievements and problems of development planning.

The potential uti ltd of planning, however, can be viewed from
another and more optimistic direction,, John Friedmann has made a very
interesting distinction between "manifest" and rilatent" functions of
planning, with special reference to V e n e z u e l a T h e former comprise
the use of certain technique» for the allocation of resources in order
to reach quantitative targets«

The latter include the focussing of

public attention on the creation of a "development society" and the
rationalization of political debate over economic and social issues
within a common unde rat

:lag concerning limitations of resources,

priority objectives, the need to choose between alternatives and the
need to weigh relative costs and benefits of different measures«

These

lateNt functions can be of great value even if circumstances outside
the control of the planners bring about wide divergencies between their
calculations and the actual directions of economic and social change,
but they cannot be realised unless public opinion has seme faith in the
capacity of planning to acccmpllsh its manifest functions0
In social security the latent functions can be of crucial Importance»
The process of pieceasaû expansion without regard to resource limits,
equitability or economic by-effects is bringing unpleasant practical
consequences that make millions of people aware of the need for some kind
of change.

The social security systems cannot be made to function better

until strong popular demands that they function better offset the more
¿2/ John Friednann, Venezuela; From Doctrine to Dialogue. National Planning
Series I, Syracuse University Press, 1965» Another of Frieciaann0s
conclusions is equally relevant to the probable opportunities for the
application of planning to social security: "«..planning typically
occurs - and receives politic»! backing - under conditions of crisis«
The rationality of plaining practice oust therefore be a rationality
adapted to its conditions; it oust sacrifice comprehensiveness to the
urgency of overcoming specific bottlenecks; it oust be more problem
- than goal -crlented; it must be piecemeal and fragmented rather than
coordinatlve. Unfortunately, many would-be plamers regret this passing
of functional ratior/TLity to the point where they fail to see the
rationality in auccusnfUl adaptive behaviour to crisis situations«.»
For crises always o.cun when there is rapid change and this, of course,
is precisely the condition of modern economic development«"
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aelfish and short-sighted pressure»«

The emergence of such demands

requires a degree of confidence tfiat the public authorities are acting
in good faith, that they are capable of planning, and that they are
trying to meet the real needs of the people affected by their plans«
Effective application of planning to social security will require
presentation of the factual bases and the objectives of such planning
in language that can be readily understood, the widest possible publicity
for these presentations, and formal representation of all groups affected
by social security in the planning process«
This last requisite presents obvious difficulties« "Popular
participation in planning" has become a slogan of increasing attractiveness
to political leaders and planners, but there are no simple recipes for its
translation into practice in societies with rigid social stratification,
low concensus and intense political competition«

Paternalistic traditions

predispose even the most socially-oriented administrators to assume that
they know what people need without asking them-

Conversely, the low-income

masses understandably try to escape from their pervasive insecurity by
transfer of decision-making to any figure who seams to have sufficient
power to produce solutions - whether amplcysr, public official or populist
leader«

The strength and representativeness of the organizations

representing different classes and occupational groups vary widely; mary
of these organizations are ideologically committed to intnanelgeant
opposition to the present puULic

utliorltles, <:tnri the greater part of the

lew-income population can make its voice heard only by voting for populist
candidates, if at all«
Nevertheless, the recent growth of peasant unions and of organizations
for defense of local interests among the urban marginal population - phenomena
that are only beginning to be studied - indicate that the ability of the
different strata to express themselves in an organized way through leadership
from their own ranks is likely to be more evenly distributed in the future«
For the present, planners have to be prepared to swallow considerable portions
of disorder, waste, and diversion of resources to meet demands quite different
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fron their own conceptions ol‘ prioritise. However, if they prepare
th«nselves to enter into a frank dialogue with the people on development
objective», resource» md social needs, there are sufficient grounds for
hope that the present crises can be overcome and that forms of social
security capable of contributing both to development and to social
justice can be evolved.
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